Distance measurements by continuous wave EPR spectroscopy to monitor protein folding.
Site-Directed Spin Labeling Electron Paramagnetic Resonance (SDSL-EPR) offers a powerful method for the structural analysis of protein folds. This method can be used to test and build secondary, tertiary, and quaternary structural models as well as measure protein conformational changes in solution. Insertion of two cysteine residues into the protein backbone using molecular biology methods and the subsequent labeling of the cysteine residues with a paramagnetic spin label enables the technique of EPR to be used as a molecular spectroscopic ruler. EPR measures the dipolar interaction between pairs of paramagnetic spin labels to yield internitroxide distances from which quantitative structural information on a protein fold can then be obtained. Interspin dipolar interaction between two spin labels at less than 25 Å are measured using continuous wave (CW) EPR methods. As for any low-resolution distance methods, the positioning of the spin labels and the number of distance constraints to be measured are dependent on the structural question being asked, thus a pattern approach for using distance sets to decipher structure mapping, including protein folds and conformational changes associated with biological activity, is essential. Practical guidelines and hints for the technique of SDSL-EPR are described in this chapter, including methods for spin labeling the protein backbone, CW-EPR data collection at physiological temperatures and two semiquantitative analysis methods to extract interspin distance information from the CW-EPR spectra.